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Drawers with 
Blumotion 

guide for soft 
and silent 
closure

Multi-purpose wall unit to organize dispensers of 
disposable products. All components and slots are 
modular and can be organized to match professional 
user needs. Available in 2 sizes: standard (103x20xh 
40 cm) and large (153x20xh 40 cm) and 8 colours. 
Melamine particle board door with vertical opening. 
Supplied with automatic soap dispenser, cups dispenser 
and 5 (standard) or 7 (large) slots. 

GIMA WORKTOPS AND MOBILE UNITS

MULTI-PURPOSE WALL UNITS

 45300 Worktop 180 cm - right washbasin
 45301 Worktop 180 cm - left washbasin
 45302 Worktop 180 cm - without washbasin
 45303 Worktop 232 cm - right washbasin
 45304 Worktop 232 cm - left washbasin
 45305 Worktop 232 cm - without washbasin

 45401 Tray 33x43.5xh6.5 cm
 45402 3-compartment tray 33x43.5xh6.5 cm
 45403 11-compartment tray 33x43.5xh6.5 cm
 45405 Chromed mixer tap

 S1 45350 45360    45390*

 S5 45353 45363    45393*

 S9 45356 45366    45396*

 S10 45357 45367    45397*

GIMA
code

GIMA
code

Model

MOBILE UNITS

STANDARD WORKTOPS - WHITE

ACCESSORIES

*Available in 60 days, please specify colour with order

The key principle in the design of this system is a total 
separation of the work surface (fi xed) from the mobile units. 
The worktop set in a fi xed position allows to bring together all 
electric and electronic wiring, as well as plumbing and water-
pipes into a single location. The work surface remains free to 
place instruments and electric appliances, can incorporate a 
sink and serves as a desk. All mobile containers have wheels 
and are the dynamic part of the system. They can be easily 
placed under the work surface, or moved by the user wherever 
needed in the working environment. Units are interchangeable 
and can be freely moved between rooms. Work surfaces are 
made in a waterproof material covered with a high-quality 
melamine particle board, which ensures long durability, scratch 
and wear resistance. A range of 4 containers, in 8 different 
colours with ergonomic full-length handles. Made in Italy.
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Slot for 
gloves or 
wipes

Slot for 
masks

Slot for gloves 
or wipes Disposable cups 

dispenser
Soap dispenser

Roll holder Slot for napkins or cannule Roll holder

STANDARD ACCESSORIES 45290 45295
 45293 45298
Dispenser for disposable cups 1 1
Automatic soap dispenser 1 1
Slot for gloves or wipes 2 3
Slot for masks 1 1
Slot for napkins or cannula - 1
Roll holder 2 2

Slot for dispenser 
of disposable 
products

MULTIFUNCTIONAL WALL UNITS

Model

Standard 45290 45293*

Large 45295 45298*

*Available in 60 days, please specify colour with order
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